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x1. Introduction.

It is well-known that the satis�ability problem for formulas in CNF (in the se-

quel denoted by SAT) is NP -complete (see, for example, [1]); a polynomial-time

algorithm for solving it is unknown. If we consider restrictions on some parameters

of the formula, we obtain new problems which are subproblems of general SAT;

many such subproblems were also studied. For example, if we restrict the length

of clause, we obtain formulas in k{CNF (each clause contains at most k literals).

In [11], H. Luckhardt de�ned classes of formulas in CNF with restriction on the

number of occurrences of each literal denoted by CNF{(p,m)(each positive literal

occurs at most p times, and each negative literal occurs at most m times). For

some of subclasses of CNF that were studied, the satis�ability problem is proved

to be solvable in a polynomial time. These are formulas in 2{CNF, CNF{(1,1),

Horn's CNF, formulas representing systems of linear equations over Z

2

, and some

other classes of formulas in CNF (a review of such results is given in [3]). The

satis�ability problem for formulas in 3{CNF, CNF{(1,1), CNF{(1,2) and many

others turned out to be still NP -complete (in the sequel we denote these problems

by 3-SAT, SAT-(1,1), SAT-(1,2) etc. respectively). Nevertheless, upper bounds

for these subproblems as well as for the satis�ability problem for CNF in general,

are being improved starting from [12] (see also [13]) and [2] (see also [4]), where

the evident upper bound p(L)2

N

for general SAT was reduced for the �rst time

(hereafter p is an appropriate polynomial, L is the length of the input formula, N is

the number of variables in it, K is the number of clauses). Table 1 contains recent

results in this �eld including the results of this paper.
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number of length number of

clauses of formula variables

K L N

CNF 1:2388

K

1:0801

L

2

N

k{CNF  (k)

N

3{CNF 1:4963

N

CNF{(1,1) 1:1939

K

1:0644

L

1:4423

N

k{CNF{(1,1) ( (k) + 1)

N=3

3{CNF{(1,1) 1:3566

N

CNF{(1,2) 1:0416

L

1:1299

N

3{CNF{(1,2) 1:1299

K

Table 1. Upper bounds for the satis�ability problem of formulas of

di�erent classes up to a polynomial factor p(L). De�nition of  (k) 2

(1; 2) is given in x9.

The upper bound p(L)2

N

for the satis�ability problem of formulas in general CNF

is trivial, the bound p(L)1:2389

K

was obtained in [6]. The bound p(L) (k)

N

for

formulas in k{CNF was published by B. Monien and E. Speckenmeyer in [13] (def-

inition of  (k) 2 (1; 2) is given in x9), the bound p(L)1:4963

N

was published by

I. Schiermeyer in [14], and also by O. Kullmann in [9]. O. Kullmann and H. Luck-

hardt proved in [10] that one can check the satis�ability of a formula in CNF in

the time p(L)1:0801

L

. In the same paper they proved that SAT-(1,2) can be solved

in the time p(L)1:0416

L

� p(L)1:1299

N

, 3-SAT-(1,2) can be solved in the time

p(L)1:1299

K

, and SAT-(1,1) can be solved in the time p(L)1:4423

N

(the last re-

sult was published earlier by H. Luckhardt in [11] where formulas in CNF-(1,1)

were introduced). This paper also concerns upper bounds for the satis�ability prob-

lem of formulas in CNF{(1,1) and k{CNF{(1,1). The upper bound p(L)1:1939

K

for SAT-(1,1) is proved in x7, the bound p(L)1:0644

L

is proved in x8, the bounds

p(L)1:3566

N

for 3-SAT-(1,1) and p(L) (k)

N=3

for k-SAT-(1,1) are proved in x9.

If one reduces the satis�ability problem of a formula in CNF to the satis�abil-

ity problem of a formula in some subclass of CNF, usually the size of the formula

increases considerably. Thus, no wonder that one does not know examples of apply-

ing an algorithm for some subclass with a good upper bound, to improving upper

bounds for general SAT. However, in this paper we give an example of such ap-

plying, namely, using one of given algorithms one can check the satis�ability of a

formula in CNF with L > 8:49N faster than the best known algorithm from [10]

(1:0801

L

). On the other hand, the increase of the size of the formula obtained after

reduction allows to hope for the existence of algorithms that perform inverse re-

duction of the satis�ability problem for some subclass of CNF to general SAT with

considerable reduction of the formula size. However, the author does not know any
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publications in which such algorithms are used. In this paper we give an example of

such a reduction for formulas in CNF{(1,1){(+/{); we discuss the de�nition and

the importance of this class for SAT-(1,1) below.

All algorithms presented in this paper use the splitting method originating from

the Davis-Putnam procedure ([5]). In short, its key point is the fact that a formula

F is satis�able if and only if at least one of the formulas F [a] and F [a] is satis-

�able. In a wider sense, the splitting method proceeds as follows. The algorithm

constructs a tree by reducing satis�ability of a formula to satis�ability of several

formulas obtained from it by assignments. It also performs some polynomial-time

transformations which do not change satis�ability of the formula and take in each

case a polynomial time (the elimination of pure literals, 1-clauses and others). A

procedure that performs these transformations is common for all algorithms pre-

sented in this paper. This procedure is given in x4 (Procedure REDUCE). A

general method for the estimation of the size of such a tree (and thus the running

time of algorithm) was proposed by O. Kullmann and H. Luckhardt in [10]. We

associate with each node of this tree a tuple of positive numbers and a polynomial

corresponding to this tuple. The number of leaves in the tree may be estimated us-

ing the greatest positive root of the polynomials associated with nodes of the tree.

This method as well as its generalization in the case when the leaves of the tree are

formulas processed by another algorithm is described in x3.

The main method used in this paper for solving SAT-(1,1) is reducing this

problem to the satis�ability problem of formulas in CNF{(1,1) that do not in-

clude clauses containing simultaneously positive and negative literals (formulas in

CNF{(1,1){(+/{)). The key point is that the satis�ability problem of formulas

that are rather \di�cult" to process by the ordinary splitting method turns out to

admit easy reduction to the satis�ability problem of formulas of this form. This

form is rather special and formulas of this form can be splitted faster. The class

of formulas that do not contain clauses with occurrences of positive and negative

literals simultaneously is good also because we obtain such formulas when reducing

SAT!SAT-(1,1). That is why it is easier to construct the inverse reduction.

Splittings that result in disappearing of clauses containing literals that occur only

once (1-literals) are very advantageous because after this, in addition, all clauses

containing the literal complementary to the removed 1-literal can be removed. It is

well-known that an unsatis�able formula must contain at least one clause consisting

of positive literals. In the case of CNF{(1,1) this fact guarantees the existence

of a clause consisting of 1-literals only, this idea is a key point of H. Luckhardt's

algorithm from [11] which solves SAT-(1,1) in the time p(L)1:4423

N

. We note in

addition that if the variable with respect to which we split occurs in another clause

together with a 1-literal, this makes the splitting even more advantageous. It turns

out that we can guarantee the existence of such clauses in all cases except when the

satis�ability of a formula can be reduced in a polynomial time to the satis�ability

of a formula in CNF{(1,1){(+/{). Generalizing this idea, we can formulate it as

the following principle.

Separating signs principle. If for each variable v of a formula F exactly one of the

literals v and v satis�es a property P , then there are only two possibilities:

1) F contains clauses C and D and a variable v such that the literal v occurs
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in C, the literal v occurs in D and at least one of literals occurring in D and

all literals occurring in C satisfy the property P ;

2) the satis�ability of the formula F is equivalent to the satis�ability of its part

consisting of the clauses that do not contain simultaneously literals satisfying

the property P and not satisfying it.

The separating signs principle is a particular case of the black and white literals

principle (see [6],[7]).

Black and white literals principle. If for each variable v of a formula F at most one

of the literals v and v satis�es a property P , then there are only two possibilities:

1) there is a clause in F that contains at least one literal satisfying the property

P and does not contain the negations of the literals satisfying the property

P ;

2) if we exclude from F all clauses that contain the negations of the literals

satisfying the property P , then its satis�ability does not change.

This principle is a development of the generalized sign principle proposed in [10].

Its correctness is due to the fact that if we change the values of literals satisfying

the property P to False in any satisfying assignment for a formula F that does not

satisfy 1), then this assignment will remain satisfying.

In this paper we give several algorithms for the same class of formulasCNF{(1,1).

In order to solve SAT-(1,1) more e�ciently, one should run them in parallel. On the

other hand, it is clear that the guaranteed upper bound on the complexity of an algo-

rithm whose running time is estimated as a function of L is less than such bounds for

other algorithms in case when the input formula is short enough. For example, the

algorithm solving SAT-(1,1) in the time p(L)1:0644

L

� p(L)2

0:08992L

is better than

the algorithm solving SAT-(1,1) in the time p(L)1:4423

N

� p(L)2

0:5284N

in case

L < 0:5284=0:08992 � 5:88N . The same is true for other parameters of the input

formula. Respectively, the algorithm solving SAT-(1,1) in the time p(L)1:1939

K

is

given in x7 (Algorithm for formulas with small number of clauses), the algorithm

solving SAT-(1,1) in the time p(L)1:0644

L

is given in x8 (Algorithm for short for-

mulas), the algorithm solving 3-SAT-(1,1) in the time p(L)1:3566

N

is given in x9

(Algorithm for formulas with small number of variables).

The paper is organized as follows:

x1. Introduction.

x2. Basic de�nitions.

x3. Estimation of the number of leaves in an arbitrary branching tree.

x4. Polynomial-time transformations.

x5. Reduction of formulas in CNF-(1,1) to CNF-(1,1)-(+/{).

x6. Estimation of the branching number for the algorithm of reduction of for-

mulas in CNF{(1,1) to CNF{(1,1){(+/{).

x7. Algorithm for formulas with small number of clauses.

x8. Algorithm for short formulas.

x9. Algorithm for formulas with small number of variables.
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x10. Corollary for general SAT.

x2. Basic definitions.

Let V be a set of Boolean variables. We denote by v the negation of a variable v.

For an arbitrary set U we use the notation U = fu ju 2 Ug. Literals are elements

of the set W = V [ V . A literal is positive if it is a variable. A literal is negative

if it is the negation of a variable. If w denotes a negative literal v, then w denotes

the variable v. We identify a clause w

1

_ w

2

_ � � � _ w

s

with the set of literals

fw

1

; w

2

; : : : ; w

s

g � W . No clause contains any variable together with its negation,

i.e. w

i

6= w

j

if i 6= j. We identify the empty clause with False. A clause is said

to be positive if it contains only positive literals. A clause is said to be negative

if it contains only negative literals. Formula in CNF (or CNF-formula) is a �nite

set of clauses interpreted as their conjunction. The empty formula is interpreted as

True. The length of a clause is its cardinality as a set, the length of a formula is

the sum of cardinalities of all its clauses. A clause of the length exactly k is called

a k-clause. If we say that a variable v 2 V occurs in a clause or in a formula, we

mean that this clause or this formula contains the literal v or the literal v. On the

contrary, if we say that a literal v occurs in a clause or in a formula, we mean that

it contains this literal and not its negation. In the following F denotes a formula in

CNF with variables from V .

CNF{(1,s) is a class of formulas in CNF de�ned by the following condition: a

formula F belongs to this class if each variable v 2 V occurs in F at most once as

v and at most s times as v. (Here s 2 N[ f+1g.)

k{CNF{(1,s) is a class of formulas in CNF de�ned by the condition: a formula F

belongs to this class if it belongs to the class CNF{(1,s) and each its clause contains

at most k literals. (Here k; s 2 N [ f+1g. If k = +1, the class k{CNF{(1,s)

coincides with the class CNF{(1,s).)

CNF{(1,s){(+/{) is a class of formulas in CNF de�ned by the condition: a

formula F belongs to this class if it belongs to the class CNF{(1,s) and contains

only positive and negative clauses.

k{CNF{(1,s){(+/{) is a class of formulas in CNF de�ned by the condition: a

formula F belongs to this class if it belongs to the class k{CNF{(1,s) and contains

only positive and negative clauses.

A variable v is a (i,j)-variable if the literal v occurs in F exactly i times, and the

literal v occurs in F exactly j times. A variable v is a (i,j+)-variable if the literal

v occurs in F exactly i times, and the literal v occurs in F at least j times.

Assume that we have a literal l and clauses C

1

and C

2

such that l 2 C

1

, l 2 C

2

and no other literal l

0

2 C

1

satis�es l

0

2 C

2

. In this case the clause C

1

[ C

2

n fl; lg

is called the l-resolvent of the clauses C

1

and C

2

.

Let l 2W . The formula DP

l

(F ) is obtained by

� adding in F all l-resolvents and

� removing from F all clauses containing l or l.

An assignment is a �nite subset of W that does not contain simultaneously a

variable and its negation.
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We de�ne the formula F [S] obtained from a CNF-formula F by assignment S =

fv

1

; : : : ; v

s

g as the formula obtained from F by deleting all clauses containing the

literals v

i

and deleting the literals v

i

from the other clauses. For short, we write

F [v

1

; : : : ; v

s

] instead of F [fv

1

; : : : ; v

s

g]. Formula F is satis�able if there exists an

assignment S such that F [S] = True. Formulas F and G are equi-satis�able if they

are both satis�able, or they are both not satis�able.

A branching tree is a tree whose nodes are labelled with CNF-formulas such that

if a node is labelled with a CNF-formula F , then its sons are labelled with the

formulas F [I

1

], F [I

2

], : : : , F [I

s

] for some assignments I

1

, I

2

, : : : , I

s

.

Example of a branching tree is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

To estimate the number of leaves in such a tree (and thus the complexity of an

algorithm) we use auxiliary results concerning branching tuples introduced in [10].

These results are presented in x3. We introduce below some necessary terms.

Let T be a branching tree whose nodes are labelled with objects having some

characteristic of their complexity: with each object F we associate a non-negative

number �(F ) (complexity of F or measure of complexity of F ) in such a way that for

every node the complexity of the object labelling it is greater than the complexity

of each object labelling its sons. In our case objects are CNF-formulas, and � is

one of the following three functions:

1) K(F ) is the number of clauses in F ;

2) L(F ) is the length of F ;

3) N(F ) is the number of variables in F .

For simplicity, we assume that each internal node of our branching tree is of degree

at least two (we do not use trees that do not satisfy this condition).

The notions of the branching tuple and the branching number de�ned below

assume the choice of a measure of a formula complexity. That is why we use these

notions with comments \...with respect to the measure of complexity K (L, N)"

when it is not clear from the context. Nevertheless, when proving general results

concerning branching numbers, we do not �x any concrete measure of complexity.

It is even immaterial for this purpose that objects are CNF-formulas.
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Fig. 2

Consider an arbitrary internal node of our tree labelled with an object F

0

. Let

its sons be labelled with objects F

1

, F

2

, : : : , F

s

(see Fig. 2). The branching tuple

in node F

0

is an s-tuple (t

1

; : : : ; t

s

), where s > 2 and each of t

i

is a positive number

that does not exceed �(F

0

) � �(F

i

).

The branching number � (

~

t ) in a node with branching tuple

~

t = (t

1

; : : : ; t

s

) is the

only positive root of the characteristic polynomial of the branching tuple

(?) h

~

t

(x) = 1�

s

X

i=1

x

�t

i

:

We assume � (;) = 1 if the node is a leaf.

Remark. The characteristic polynomial h

~

t

(x) is a monotone function of x on the

interval (0;+1). Moreover, h

~

t

(0) = �1, h

~

t

(+1) = +1. Hence, the equation

h

~

t

(x) = 0 has the unique solution on the interval (0;+1).

The greatest of the branching numbers � (

~

t ) in all nodes of a tree T is called the

branching number of a tree T . We denote it by �

max;T

(or simply �

max

).

Now we present simple properties of branching numbers. In the sequel we often

use them without explicit mentioning.

Properties of branching numbers.

1) A branching number is strictly greater than one.

2) A branching number does not change if we permute the components of the

branching tuple.

3) If each coordinate of a branching tuple

~

t

1

does not exceed the corresponding

coordinate of another tuple

~

t

2

of the same dimension, then the branching

number associated with the tuple t

1

does not exceed the branching number

of the tuple t

2

.

4) Let a; b; c; d be natural numbers. If ja� bj < jc� dj and a+ b = c+ d, then

� ((a; b)) < � ((c; d)).

x3. Estimation of the number of leaves in a branching tree

Lemma 3.1 (O. Kullmann, H. Luckhardt, [10]). The number of leaves in a branch-

ing tree with an object F

0

in the root does not exceed (�

max

)

�(F

0

)

.

The proof of Lemma 3.1 is given in [10]. In the sequel we need also the following

generalized version of this lemma (Lemma 3.1 is a corollary of this generalization).

Lemma 3.2. Let f(m) = ��

m

, where � > 1, � > 0. Let G

l

denote the object

labelling a leaf l of the tree T , F

0

denote the object labelling the root of the tree T .

Then

X

l� T

f(�(G

l

)) 6 �(max(�

max

; �))

�(F

0

)

:

Proof is the induction on the construction of the tree.
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Base. The tree consisting of the unique node. In this case �

max

= 1, �(max(�; �

max

))

�(F

0

)

=

��

�(F

0

)

= f(�(F

0

)):

Step. Consider the tree T presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3

Let

~

t = (t

1

; t

2

; : : : ; t

s

) be the branching tuple in its root.

X

l is a leaf of T

f(�(G

l

)) =

=

s

X

j=1

0

@

X

l is a leaf of T

j

f(�(G

l

))

1

A

6 �

s

X

j=1

(max(�; �

max;T

j

))

�(F

j

)

(by induction hypothesis)

6 �

s

X

j=1

(max(�; �

max;T

j

))

�(F

0

)�t

j

(by de�nition of the tuple

~

t)

6 �

s

X

j=1

(max(�; �

max;T

))

�(F

0

)�t

j

(since �

max;T

j

6 �

max;T

)

= �(max(�; �

max;T

))

�(F

0

)

�

s

X

j=1

(max(�; �

max;T

))

�t

j

= �(max(�; �

max;T

))

�(F

0

)

(1� h

~

t

(max(�; �

max;T

))) (by de�nition of h

~

t

)

6 �(max(�; �

max;T

))

�(F

0

)

(by monotonicity of h

~

t

)

�

x4. Polynomial-time transformations.

All algorithms of this paper split a formula and then perform polynomial-time

transformations described in Procedure REDUCE given in this section. The result
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is eliminating from the formula pure literals (literals whose negations do not occur

in the formula), 1-clauses, etc. In particular, at step (R4) we eliminate blocked

clauses. The notion of a blocked clause was introduced by O. Kullmann in [8]. A

blocked clause is a clause D containing a literal whose negation does not occur in

clauses not containing the negation of another literal of D. In our case, we eliminate

blocked clauses of a special form, namely, we eliminate each clause D such that in

the formula F there is a clause C and variables a and b satisfying the conditions

� fa; bg � C,

� fa; bg � D.

By analogy with blocked clauses, we eliminate also each clause E such that in F

there are clauses C and D and variables a, b and c satisfying the conditions

� fa; bg � C,

� fa; cg � D,

� fb; cg � E.

We show below (Lemma 4.1) that none of these transformations change the satis-

�ability of the formula. They result in eliminating \simple" parts of the formula.

After these transformations the formula is \in a general position", i.e. each variable

occurs in it at least three times, each clause contains at least two literals, etc.

Procedure REDUCE.

Input:

� a number k 2 N[ f+1g,

� a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1).

Output: a formula in k{CNF{(1,1) equi-satis�able to the input formula F .

Method:

(R1) Eliminate 1-clauses: if there is a clause containing the only literal l, change

F to F [l].

(R2) Eliminate pure literals: if a literal l does not occur in F , change F to F [l].

(R3) If there is a variable d 2 V such that

� DP

d

(F ) is in k{CNF{(1,1),

� the number of clauses inDP

d

(F ) does not exceed the number of clauses

in F ,

� the length of DP

d

(F ) does not exceed the length of F ,

assume F = DP

d

(F ).

(R4) Eliminate blocked clauses: if there are clauses C and D and variables a and

b such that fa; bg � C and fa; bg � D, then eliminate from F the clause D.

(R5) If there are clauses C,D and E and variables a, b and c such that fa; bg � C,

fa; cg � D and fb; cg � E, then eliminate from F the clause E.

(R6) If there are clauses C;D 2 F and a literal l 2 C\D such that Cnflg � Dnflg,

then assume F = (FnfCg) [ (fDgnflg).

(R7) If the formula F has been changed at steps (R1){(R6), then go to step (R1).

Otherwise, output F .

�
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Lemma 4.1. Given a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1), Procedure REDUCE stops

in a time polynomial on the length of the input formula and outputs a formula in

k{CNF{(1,1) equi-satis�able to F .

Proof. We repeat the steps (R1){(R6) at most L + N times, because no one of

them increases the number of variables in the formula and its length, and during

each iteration at least one of these steps decreases at least one of these parameters.

Since each step takes a polynomial time, the same holds for the whole Procedure

REDUCE. It is evident that the output formula is in k{CNF{(1,1).

We now prove that each step does not change the satis�ability of the formula F .

(R1) Elimination of 1-clauses: if a clause contains only one literal, then every

satisfying assignment contains this literal.

(R2) Elimination of pure literals: if a literal l does not occur in F , then in any

assignment satisfying F we may replace l by l obtaining again a satisfying

assignment.

(R3) Let us show that the formulas F and DP

d

(F ) are equi-satis�able. Consider

a satisfying assignment for F . Since for each pair of clauses whose resolvent

has been added, at least one clause is satis�ed even if we exclude the occur-

rence of the variable d, also the resolvent is satis�ed. Conversely, consider an

assignment I satisfying DP

d

(F ). We now show that we may add to it d or d

obtaining a satisfying assignment for F . Assume that F has two clauses D

1

and D

2

, such that D

1

contains the literal d, D

2

contains the literal d, and I

satis�es neither D

1

nd nor D

2

nd. Then I also does not satisfy the resolvent

of D

1

and D

2

. But this resolvent occurs in DP

d

(F ), and this contradicts

the assumption that I satis�es DP

d

(F ).

(R4) Elimination of blocked clauses. Assume that the formula F was unsatis�able

and it has become satis�able. Consider a satisfying assignment. It does not

satisfy the clause D, i.e. it contains the literals a and b. Let us replace in it

a by a. Now the clauses C and D are satis�ed and the satis�ability of the

other clauses has not been changed (since F is a formula in CNF{(1,1), the

literal a occurs only in the clause C). Thus we have obtained a satisfying

assignment. The converse statement is evident.

(R5) Assume that the formula F was unsatis�able and it has become satis�able.

Consider a satisfying assignment. It does not satisfy the clause E, i.e. it

contains the literals b and c. If it contains also the literal a, replace in it b

by b. Otherwise replace c by c. Now the clauses C, D and E are satis�ed,

and the satis�ability of the other clauses has not been changed (the literals

a, b and c occur in no clauses except C, D and E). Thus we have obtained

a satisfying assignment. The converse statement is evident.

(R6) Let F

1

be the formula F

1

before this step, F

2

= (F

1

nfCg)[(fDgnflg). Note

that the formulaDP

l

(F

1

) is equi-satis�able to the formula DP

l

(F

2

). Hence,

F

1

and F

2

are equi-satis�able too.

�

We now give a list of some useful properties of the formula REDUCE(k; F ).

Lemma 4.2.

1) If k = +1, then each variable v in REDUCE(k; F ) occurs exactly once as
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the literal v and at least twice as the literal v.

2) The formula REDUCE(k; F ) does not contain clauses C and D such that

9a

1

; a

2

2 V ((fa

1

; a

2

g � C)& (fa

1

; a

2

g � D)).

3) The formula REDUCE(k; F ) does not contain clauses C, D and E such

that 9a

1

; a

2

; b 2 V ((fa

1

; a

2

g � C)& (fa

1

; bg � D)& (fa

2

; bg � E)).

4) If the formula REDUCE(k; F ) contains a positive clause C = fa

1

; a

2

; : : : ; a

s

g,

then it contains also two clauses containing a

i

for each i 2 1; s, and all these

clauses are distinct.

5) If the formula REDUCE(k; F ) contains a positive clause C = fa

1

; a

2

; : : : ; a

s

g

and a clause D containing the literal a

1

and at least one positive literal a

s+1

,

then the formula REDUCE(k; F ) contains at least two clauses containing

a

i

for each i 2 2; s+ 1, and all these clauses are distinct.

Proof.

1) All other variables are eliminated at steps (R2){(R3) of Procedure REDUCE.

2) Such clauses are eliminated at step (R4) of Procedure REDUCE.

3) Such clauses are eliminated at step (R5) of Procedure REDUCE.

4) Follows from 1) and 2).

5) Follows from 1), 2) and 3).

�

x5. Transformation of a formula in

CNF{(1,1) into formulas in CNF{(1,1){(+/{).

Three main algorithms of this paper are very similar. These algorithms base on

Algorithm 5.1 described in this section. The key point of the method is the following.

Suppose that the input formula in CNF{(1,1) contains a clause C = fa

1

; a

2

; : : : ; a

s

g

and a clause D satisfying the following conditions

� C is a positive clause,

� D contains the literal a

1

,

� D contains at least one positive literal.

Then splitting with respect to the variable a

1

is very advantageous, because both

assignments fa

1

g and fa

1

g imply disappearing of the only occurrence of at least one

literal. If there is no such pair of clauses in the input formula, then by separating

signs principle one may keep in the formula only positive and negative clauses with-

out changing its satis�ability. The satis�ability problem of the resulting formula in

CNF{(1,1){(+/{) is to be solved by di�erent algorithms called by Algorithm 5.1.

To obtain an algorithm that works e�ciently for formulas with small number of

clauses, we apply Algorithm 7.1 to formulas in CNF{(1,1){(+/{); we use Algo-

rithm 8.1 for short formulas; and we use Algorithm 9.1 for formulas with small

number of variables. Some of these algorithms work independently; splitting in oth-

ers generates formulas with clauses containing both positive and negative literals,

these formulas are processed again by Procedure SPLIT which is the main part of

Algorithm 5.1.

Procedure SPLIT .

Input:

� a number k 2 N[ f+1g,
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� a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1) processed by Procedure REDUCE,

� an algorithmM solving the satis�ability problemof formulas in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{).

Output: "Satis�able", if F is satis�able; "Unsatis�able" otherwise.

Method:

(S1) If F contains no positive clauses, assume F = True.

(S2) If for each positive clause C of the formula F and each clause D of the

formula F containing a positive literal, the condition C \D = ; holds, then

assume G = F [fv 2 V j 9C 2 F 9u 2 V (fv; ug � C)g] and output the

result of the call M(k;G).

(S3) Choose in F a clause C = fa

1

; a

2

; : : : ; a

s

g and a clause D satisfying the

following conditions:

� C is a positive clause,

� D contains the literal a

1

,

� at least one positive literal b occurs in D.

Construct formulas

F

1

= REDUCE(k; F [a

1

]);

F

2

= REDUCE(k; F [a

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, then

output "Satis�able"; otherwise output "Unsatis�able".

�

Lemma 5.1. Procedure SPLIT always stops outputting an answer. It solves cor-

rectly the satis�ability problem of the input formula F in k{CNF{(1,1) if the latter

is processed by Procedure REDUCE.

Proof. By Lemma 4.1 Procedure REDUCE does not change the satis�ability of a

formula. If the formula does not contain positive clauses, then it is satis�ed by the

assignment fv j v 2 V g consisting of only negative literals. Thus, the step (S1) is

correct too. Note that the formula satisfying the condition of this step is replaced

by True and is immediately passed at step (S2) to the algorithmM.

Let P

+

be the set of all positive clauses of the formula F , P

�

be the set of all its

negative clauses,M = Fn(P

+

[P

�

). If the condition of the step (S2) is satis�ed, then

there is no variables occurring in P

+

among the variables whose negations occur in

M . Hence, if an assignment I satis�es F , then also the assignment I

0

obtained from

I by replacing all negative literals occurring in M with the corresponding positive

literals satis�es F . Really, since these variables occur without negation neither in

P

+

nor in P

�

, only clauses from M can become false after this replacing. But

each of these clauses contains the negative literal that we have just included into

the assignment I

0

. Thus, if F is satis�able, then G = F [fv 2 V j 9C 2 F 9u 2

V (fv; ug � C)g] = F [fv 2 V j 9C 2 M (v 2 C))g] is satis�able too. The inverse

statement is trivial. Moreover, G is a formula in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{). Hence, the

step (S2) is correct too.

If the condition of the step (S2) is not satis�ed, then the condition of the step (S3)

must be satis�ed. At step (S3), the satis�ability of F is reduced to the satis�ability
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of the formulas

F

1

= REDUCE(k; F [a

1

]);

F

2

= REDUCE(k; F [a

1

]);

and each of these formulas has less variables than F . Since none of the steps of this

algorithm increases the number of variables in F , this recursion must �nish in a

�nite time.

�

Algorithm 5.1

Input:

� a number k 2 N[ f+1g,

� a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1),

� an algorithmM solving the satis�ability problemof formulas in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{).

Output: "Satis�able", if F is satis�able; "Unsatis�able" otherwise.

Method:

(M1) Assume F = REDUCE(k; F ).

(M2) Output the result of the call SPLIT (k; F;M).

�

Correctness of Algorithm 5.1 follows from Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 5.1. �

Running time of Algorithm 5.1

We now construct in a natural way the tree T

5:1

of formulas splitted by this

algorithm. The internal nodes of this tree are labelled with the formulas splitted at

step (S3), and the leaves are labelled with the formulas that Algorithm 5.1 processes

without splitting but passing them to the algorithmM.

To obtain from Algorithm 5.1 an algorithm that solves the satis�ability problem,

we must present an algorithm M solving the satis�ability problem of formulas in

k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{). We describe such algorithms M

K

, M

L

, M

N

in xx7{9. To

minimize the running time of Algorithm 5.1, one should choose M depending on

the type of the input formula. Respectively, we obtain upper bounds with respect

to di�erent parameters: if we use the algorithmM

K

, Algorithm 5.1 takes the time

p(L)1:1939

K

for formulas in CNF{(1,1); if we use M

L

, Algorithm 5.1 takes the

time p(L)1:0644

L

for formulas in CNF{(1,1), if we use M

N

, Algorithm 5.1 takes

the time p(L)1:3566

N

for formulas in CNF{(1,1). More exact formulations are

given in xx7{9.

The proof of each of these bounds is divided into two steps. At �rst step (Lem-

mas 6.1{6.3) we prove an upper bound for the branching number of the tree T

5:1

,

that is in some sense an upper bound for the running time of Algorithm 5.1. At the

second step we describe the algorithmsM

K

,M

L

,M

N

and show that each of them

processes formulas in 3{CNF{(1,1){(+/{) rather fast. Using Lemma 3.2, we unite

these bounds in Theorems 7.1{9.1 to prove the general bound on the running time

of the whole Algorithm 5.1 which applies di�erent algorithmsM.

�
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x6. Estimation of the branching number for the algorithm

of reducing formulas in CNF{(1,1) to CNF{(1,1){(+/{).

To estimate the running time of Algorithm 5.1, we need upper bounds on the

branching number of the tree that it constructs, i.e. the tree T

5:1

de�ned in x5.

Below we give such upper bounds for di�erent measures of a formula complexity

(recall that K is the number of clauses in a formula, L is the length of a formula, N

is the number of variables in a formula). In this section C, D, s, a

1

, a

2

, : : : , a

s

, b,

F

1

, F

2

denote the same objects as in Algorithm 5.1.

Lemma 6.1. The branching number of the tree T

5:1

with respect to the measure of

complexity K does not exceed 1:1939.

Proof. We consider two cases.

Case 1. s = 2.

Note that the number of clauses in the formula F

1

is less than the number of

clauses in the formula F by at least three. Namely, besides the clause C which is

eliminated immediately, Procedure REDUCE at step (R2) eliminates all clauses

containing a

2

(since after elimination of the clause C, the only occurrence of the

literal a

2

disappears from F ). By Lemma 4.2, there are at least two such clauses.

The number of clauses in the formula F

2

is less than the number of clauses in

the formula F by at least �ve. First, the clauses containing a

1

are eliminated

immediately. By Lemma 4.2, there are at least two such clauses. Second, at step

(R1) we delete the clause obtained from C by deleting a

1

. Moreover, since the only

occurrence of the literal b disappears, all clauses containing b will be deleted at step

(R2). Since by Lemma 4.2 there are at least two such clauses, we have that at least

�ve clauses will be deleted.

Thus, in this case the node has the branching tuple (3; 5) and the branching

number � ((3; 5)) < 1:1939.

Case 2. s > 3.

Note that the number of clauses in the formula F

1

is less than the number of

clauses in the formula F by at least �ve. Namely, besides the clause C eliminated

immediately, Procedure REDUCE at step (R2) eliminates all clauses containing a

2

and a

3

(since after elimination of the clause C, the only occurrences of the literals

a

2

and a

3

disappear from F ). By Lemma 4.2, there are at least four such clauses.

The number of clauses in the formula F

2

is less than the number of clauses in

the formula F by at least three. First, the clauses containing a

1

are eliminated

immediately. By Lemma 4.2, there are at least two such clauses. Second, since

the only occurrence of the literal b disappears, we eliminate at step (R2) all clauses

containing b. Since by Lemma 4.2 there are at least two such clauses, and D is not

such clause, we obtain that at least three clauses will be eliminated.

Thus, in this case the node also has the branching tuple (3; 5) and the branching

number � ((3; 5)) < 1:1939.

�

Lemma 6.2. The branching number of the tree T

5:1

with respect to the measure of

complexity L does not exceed 1:0644.

Proof.
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We denote �

1

= L(F ) � L(F

1

), �

2

= L(F ) � L(F

2

), � = �

1

+ �

2

. We now

consider the following cases.

Case 1. The literal a

1

occurs in the formula F at least three times.

Case 1.1. s = 2.

First, in both F

1

and in F

2

all occurrences of the variables a

1

and a

2

disappear (in

comparison with F ). This is a result of eliminating the variable a

1

and subsequent

transformations at steps (R1) and (R2) of Procedure REDUCE.

Hence �

1

;�

2

> 7, � > 14.

Each of the clauses containing a

1

or a

2

(the total number of such clauses is at

least �ve by Lemma 4.2 and since the number of occurrences of a

1

in the formula

F is greater than two), except the literals a

1

and a

2

already taken into account,

contributes at least two to �. Namely, each of the 2-clauses contributes 1 to �

1

and �

2

because of transformations (R1) and (R2); each of the 3-clauses contributes

2 to �, since when a 3-clause disappears two occurrences are eliminated at once

(not including a

1

or a

2

). Thus, � increases by at least ten, and each of �

1

and �

2

increases by at least two.

Among all branching tuples of the form (�

1

;�

2

) such that �

1

+�

2

= � > 24

and �

1

;�

2

> 9, the greatest branching number corresponds to the tuple (9,15).

This number is � ((9; 15)) < 1:0609.

Case 1.2. s > 3.

First, all occurrences of the variables a

1

, a

2

and a

3

disappear in F

1

. This is a

result of eliminating the variable a

1

and subsequent transformations at step (R2)

of Procedure REDUCE, at least ten occurrences in total. In F

2

all occurrences of

the variable a

1

disappear, i.e. at least four occurrences.

Hence �

1

> 10;�

2

> 4, � > 14.

The clauses containing a

2

and a

3

are eliminated when passing from F to F

1

at step (R2) of Procedure REDUCE. By Lemma 4.2, there are at least four such

clauses. Each of them contains at least one literal except a

2

and a

3

. This contributes

at least four to �

1

(and to � respectively).

Each of the clauses containing a

1

(there are at least three such clauses) contributes

at least two to � except the literal a

1

itself. Namely, each of the 2-clauses contributes

1 to �

1

and to �

2

because of transformations (R1) and (R2); each of the 3-clauses

contributes 2 to �, since when a 3-clause disappears, two occurrences (not including

a

1

) are eliminated. Thus, � increases by at least six, and �

2

increases by at least

three.

Thus we have � > 24, �

1

> 14, �

2

> 7.

Among all branching tuples of the form (�

1

;�

2

) such that �

1

+�

2

= � > 24

and �

1

;�

2

> 7, the greatest branching number corresponds to the tuple (7,17).

This number is � ((7; 17)) < 1:0637.

Note that in Case 1 we do not use the fact that one of the clauses containing a

1

contains the positive literal b. We shall use it when we apply this argument once

more in the proof of Theorem 8.1.

Case 2. The literal a

1

occurs in the formula F exactly twice.

Case 2.1. s = 2.

First, all occurrences of the variables a

1

and a

2

(at least six occurrences in total)

disappear in F

1

, and all occurrences of the variables a

1

, a

2

and b (at least nine
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occurrences in total) disappear in F

2

. This is a result of eliminating the variable a

1

and subsequent transformations at steps (R1) and (R2) of Procedure REDUCE.

Thus we have �

1

> 6, �

2

> 9, � > 15.

Each of the clauses containing a

2

(there are at least three such clauses) except

the literal a

2

itself, contributes to � at least two. Namely, each of the 2-clauses

contributes 1 to �

1

and �

2

because of transformations (R1) and (R2); each of the

3-clauses contributes 2 to �, since when a 3-clause disappears, two occurrences (not

including a

2

) are eliminated at once. Thus, � increases by at least four, and �

2

increases by at least two.

Note that among the clauses containing the literal b, there is at least one clause

that contains neither the variable a

1

(there are only three clauses containing the

variable a

1

, and one of these is positive), nor the variable a

2

(by Lemma 4.2). It

contains at least one more literal, at it will be eliminated together with the whole

clause at step (R2) when passing from F to F

2

.

Thus, at the moment we have that �

1

> 8, �

2

> 10, � > 20.

The literals occurring in the clauses containing the literal a

1

are also eliminated

when passing from F to F

2

. By Lemma 4.2, in these clauses we have already

counted only the literals corresponding to the variables a

1

and b.

Case 2.1.1. There is a 2-clause among the clauses containing a

1

.

Note that in this case none of the clauses containing a

1

contains b (otherwise,

they would be both eliminated earlier at step (R6)), hence one additional literal is

eliminated (or two literals if one of them contains more than two literals). Moreover,

this means that besides the clause containing b that we have already counted, we

should take into account one more clause, and it contains at least one more literal

except b. Thus, if one of these clauses contains more than two literals, then � > 23.

Otherwise, we can take into account that when passing from F to F

1

, the clause

fa

1

; bg becomes a 1-clause, and thus all occurrences of the variable b are eliminated,

hence, in this case we have � > 25.

Case 2.1.2. Each of the clauses containing a

1

contains at least three

literals.

In this case, these clauses contribute to � at least two more occurrences, i.e.

� > 22.

Case 2.1.2.1. None of the clauses containing a

1

contains b, or one of

these clauses contains at least four literals.

In this case, we can take into account one more occurrence, i.e. � > 23.

Case 2.1.2.2. A clause containing b but not containing a

1

contains

more than two literals, or there are at least two such clauses.

In this case, we can also take into account one more occurrence, i.e. � > 23.

Case 2.1.2.3. The formula F takes the form

(a

1

_ b _ l

1

)& (a

1

_ b _ l

2

)& (b _ l

3

)&F

0

;

where F

0

does not contain occurrences of b.

In this case, if l

1

is a negative literal, then when passing to F

2

all these clauses

(more exactly, the clauses obtained from them by deleting a

1

) will be eliminated

at step (R3) of Procedure REDUCE (by operation DP

b

), i.e. � > 25. If l

1

is
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a positive literal, then when passing to F

2

, all occurrences of this variable will be

eliminated; by Lemma 4.2, it does not occur in the clauses containing b. Assume

that we have already taken into account all these occurrences; this means that all

of them are in the 2-clauses containing a

2

. But all such clauses are identical (and

the formula is a set!) Thus, we have not taken into account at least one occurrence

of l

1

, i.e. � > 23.

Among all branching tuples of the form (�

1

;�

2

) such that �

1

+ �

2

> 23 and

�

1

;�

2

> 8, the greatest branching number corresponds to the tuple (8,15). This

number is � ((8; 15)) < 1:0644.

Case 2.2. s > 3.

As in Case 2.1, we now prove that � > 23, �

1

;�

2

> 8.

First, all occurrences of the variables a

1

, a

2

and a

3

(at least nine occurrences in

total) disappear in F

1

in comparison with F , and all occurrences of the variables

a

1

and b (at least six occurrences in total) disappear in F

2

. This is a result of

eliminating the variable a

1

and subsequent transformations at step (R2) of Procedure

REDUCE.

Hence �

1

> 9, �

2

> 6, � > 15.

In addition, when passing from F to F

1

, all clauses containing a

2

or a

3

are

eliminated, i.e. at least four occurrences of the literals di�erent from a

2

and a

3

.

Note that among the clauses containing the literal b there is at least one clause that

contains neither the variable a

1

(there are only three clauses containing the variable

a

1

, and one of them is positive), nor the variables a

2

and a

3

(by Lemma 4.2). It

contains at least one more literal besides b, and it will be eliminated together with

the whole clause at step (R2) when passing from F to F

2

.

Note that �

2

> 8, since �

2

= 7 only if both clauses containing a

1

are 2-clauses,

but in this case there are at least two clauses containing b but not containing a

1

,

i.e. �

2

> 8.

Thus, at the moment we have that �

1

> 13, �

2

> 8, � > 20. The further

argument (taking into account the literals that occur in the clauses containing a

1

)

is similar to Case 2.1.

�

Lemma 6.3. The branching number of the tree T

5:1

with respect to the measure of

complexity N does not exceed 1:3248.

Proof. We consider two cases.

Case 1. s = 2.

Note that the number of variables in the formula F

1

is less than the number

of variables in the formula F by at least two. Namely, besides the variable a

1

eliminated immediately, Procedure REDUCE at step (R2) eliminates the variable

a

2

(since after the elimination of the clause C, the only occurrence of the literal a

2

disappears from the formula F ).

The number of variables in the formula F

2

is less than the number of variables

in the formula F by at least three. First, the variable a

1

is eliminated immediately.

Second, at step (R1) the variable a

2

will be eliminated, because it occurs in a 1-

clause obtained from C by deleting a

1

. Moreover, since the only occurrence of the

literal b disappears, at step (R2) the variable b will be eliminated too.
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Thus, in this case the node has the branching tuple (2; 3) and the branching

number � ((2; 3)) < 1:3248.

Case 2. s > 3.

Note that the number of variables in the formula F

1

is less than the number

of variables in the formula F by at least three. Namely, besides the variable a

1

eliminated immediately, Procedure REDUCE at step (R2) eliminates the variables

a

2

and a

3

(since after elimination of the clause C, the only occurrences of the literals

a

2

and a

3

disappear from the formula F ).

The number of variables in the formula F

2

is less than the number of variables

in the formula F by at least two. First, the variable a

1

is eliminated immediately.

Second, since the only occurrence of the literal b disappears, at step (R2) the variable

b will be eliminated.

Thus, in this case the node also has the branching tuple (2; 3) and the branching

number � ((2; 3)) < 1:3248.

�

x7. Algorithms for formulas with small number of clauses.

To obtain from Algorithm 5.1 an algorithm that works e�ciently for formulas

with small number of clauses, we apply as M the following algorithm.

Algorithm 7.1 (AlgorithmM

K

)

Input:

� a number k 2 N[ f+1g,

� a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{) processed by Procedure REDUCE.

Output: "Satis�able" if F is satis�able; "Unsatis�able" otherwise.

Method:

(K1) Check if F contains positive clauses containing more than two literals. If

there are none of these, check if F is a formula in CNF{(1,3). If it is, perform

the following operations:

� Assume H = F .

� Assume P

+

= fthe set of all positive clauses of Hg.

� For each C = fu

1

; u

2

g 2 P

+

perform the following operation: eliminate

C from H, and then replace all occurrences of u

2

in H by u

1

.

� Output the result of applying to H some algorithm A

K

that solves the

satis�ability of k{CNF in a time not exceeding p(L)1:3289

K(H)

, where

p is a polynomial (for example, such algorithms are given in [6] and

[13]).

(K2) Let F contain a positive clause containing at least three literals, and let this

clause contain a variable v

1

occurring in F at least four times. In this case,

construct the formulas

G

1

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]);

G

2

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, output

"Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".
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(K3) If F is not a formula in CNF{(1,3), choose the variable v

1

with the maximal

number of occurrences in F . Construct the formulas

G

1

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]);

G

2

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, output

"Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".

(K4) Let F contain a positive clause C = fv

1

; v

2

; : : : ; v

s

g and a negative clause

D such that

� s > 3;

� v

1

2 D;

� the clause D contains a (1,2)-variable u

1

.

In this case construct the formulas

G

1

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]);

G

2

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, output

"Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".

(K5) Find in F clauses C = fv

1

; v

2

g and D such that

� v

1

is a (1,3)-variable;

� v

1

2 D;

� the clause D contains a (1,2)-variable u

1

.

In this case construct the formulas

G

1

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]);

G

2

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, output

"Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".

�

Lemma 7.1. Algorithm 7.1 performs correctly (i.e. at least one of the conditions

(K1){(K5) is always satis�ed and the answer the algorithm outputs is correct).

Proof. The matter is that if the conditions of the steps (K1) and (K3) are not

satis�ed, then there are in F positive clauses of length at least three. If also the

condition of the step (K2) is not satis�ed, then these clauses consist of only (1,2)-

variables; consider one of these clauses. If the condition of the step (K4) is not

satis�ed either, then one of the variables of this clause occurs in a negative clause

that contains besides it only (1,3)-variables (the formula F does not contain (1,4+)-

variables, since the condition of the step (K3) is not satis�ed). Each of these (1,3)-

variables occurs in a positive 2-clause (since the condition of the step (K2) is not

satis�ed). The latter negative and positive clauses do for the clauses D and C at

step (K5). Thus, the condition of at least one of the steps (K1){(K5) is satis�ed

for any formula processed by Procedure REDUCE. Since each step decreases the

number of clauses in the formula, the algorithm must stop.
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The only place in the algorithm that may seem confusing is the step (K1), i.e.

the inverse reduction of the formula in k{CNF{(1,1) to k{CNF. Note that each

satisfying assignment for the original formula corresponds to a satisfying assignment

for the formula passed to the algorithm A

K

: for each positive clause fv

1

; v

2

g we

keep in this assignment exactly one of the variables v

1

or v

2

(it must contain one of

them because it is satis�able, and the other one without negation occurs once just in

this clause), and then perform the same changes of literals as in the formula itself.

Conversely, given an assignment satisfying the formula passed to the algorithm

A

K

, we can construct an assignment satisfying F by making these changes in the

opposite direction: each of arising positive 2-clauses will have exactly one positive

and negative literal.

�

Consider the tree T

7:1

whose internal nodes are the formulas splitted at steps

(K2){(K5) of Algorithm 7.1 and at step (S3) of Procedure SPLIT called from

Algorithm 7.1. Each its internal node has two sons corresponding to the formulas

G

1

and G

2

, or F

1

and F

2

respectively. The leaves of the tree T

7:1

are the formulas

that Algorithm 7.1 does not split but passes to the algorithm A

K

or outputs the

answer immediately.

Lemma 7.2. The branching number of the tree T

7:1

with respect to the measure of

complexity K does not exceed 1:1939.

Proof. By Lemma 6.1, it su�ces to prove that the branching numbers corresponding

to the steps (K2){(K5) do not exceed 1:1939.

Case 1. Splitting takes place at step (K2).

In this case the number of clauses in the formula G

1

is less than the number of

clauses in the formula F by at least �ve owing to the disappearance of the positive

clause C containing v

1

and four clauses containing the negations of other variables

occurring in C (their existence follows from Lemma 4.2).

As to the formula G

2

, the number of clauses in it is less than the number of

clauses in F by at least three owing to the disappearance of the clauses containing

v

1

.

In this case the node has the branching tuple (3; 5) and the branching number

� ((3; 5)) < 1:1939.

Case 2. Splitting takes place at step (K3).

In this case the formulaF is not in CNF{(1,3). Hence, at step (K3) a (1,4+)-variable

will be chosen as v

1

. Assume it occurs in clause

(7.2) fv

1

; v

2

; : : : ; v

s

g:

Case 2.1. s = 2.

In this case K(G)�K(G

1

) > 3, since besides the clause (7.2) eliminated immediately,

the clauses containing v

2

are eliminated at step (R2) (by Lemma 4.2, there are at

least two such clauses). When passing from G to G

2

, the algorithm eliminates the

clause (7.2) (at step (R1)) as well as the clauses containing v

1

. Since v

1

is a (1,4+)-

variable, there are at least four such clauses. Thus we have K(G) � K(G

2

) > 5.
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In this case the node has the branching tuple (3; 5) and the branching number

� ((3; 5)) < 1:1939.

Case 2.2. s > 3.

In this case K(G)�K(G

1

) > 5, since besides the clause (7.2) eliminated immediately,

the clauses containing v

2

and v

3

are eliminated at step (R2) (by Lemma 4.2, there

are at least four such clauses). On the other hand, K(G) � K(G

2

) > 4. When

passing from G to G

2

, the clauses containing v

1

will be eliminated. Since v

1

is a

(1,4+)-variable there are at least four such clauses. In this case the node has the

branching tuple (4; 5) and the branching number � ((4; 5)) < 1:1939.

Case 3. Splitting takes place at step (K4).

In this case K(G) � K(G

1

) > 5, since besides the clause C eliminated immediately,

the clauses containing v

2

and v

3

are eliminated at step (R2) (by Lemma 4.2, there

are at least four such clauses). On the other hand, K(G) � K(G

2

) > 3. When

passing from G to G

2

, two clauses containing v

1

will be eliminated. In addition,

the occurrence of the (1,2)-variable u

1

will be eliminated. This means that at step

(R3) (or at step (R2)) at least one more clause will be eliminated. In this case the

node has the branching tuple (3; 5) and the branching number � ((3; 5)) < 1:1939.

Case 4. Splitting takes place at step (K5).

In this case K(G) � K(G

1

) > 3, since besides the clause C eliminated immediately,

the clauses containing v

1

are eliminated at step (R2) (by Lemma 4.2, there are at

least two such clauses). On the other hand, K(G)�K(G

2

) > 5. When passing from

G to G

2

, three clauses containing v

1

will be eliminated. In addition, the occurrence

of the (1,2)-variable u

1

will be eliminated. This means that at step (R3) (or at step

(R2)) at least one more clause will be eliminated. In this case the node has the

branching tuple (3; 5) and the branching number � ((3; 5)) < 1:1939.

�

Theorem 7.1. If we use Algorithm 7.1 as the algorithm M in Algorithm 5.1 ,

then Algorithm 5.1 solves the satis�ability problem for a formula in k{CNF{(1,1)

in a time not exceeding p(L)1:1939

K

, where K is the number of clauses in the input

formula, L is its length, q is a polynomial.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 7.1 that the algorithm

solves the satis�ability problem correctly. The branching number of the tree T

5:1

with respect to the measure of complexity K does not exceed 1:1939 by Lemma 6.1.

Hence, by Lemma 3.2, it su�ces to prove that Algorithm 7.1 outputs the answer in

a time at most p(L)1:1939

K

, where p is a polynomial, K is the number of clauses

in the formula given as input to Algorithm 7.1, L is its length.

When the formula is passed to the algorithm A

K

, the number of clauses in it

decreases considerably. Namely, if H is the formula given to the algorithm A

K

as the input, then K(H) = K(F ) � N(F )=2. The algorithm A

K

stops in a time

not exceeding p

1

(L)1:2664

K(H)

, where p

1

is a polynomial. Since F is a formula

in CNF{(1,3), and each its clause contains at least two literals, N(F ) > K(F )=2.

Therefore

1:2664

K(H)

= 1:2664

K(F )�N(F )=2

6 1:2664

3

4

K(F )

< 1:1938

K(F )

:
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Thus, it takes a time at most p

2

(L)1:1938

m

to process each leaf of the tree T

7:1

,

where m is the number of clauses in the formula labelling this leaf. Let f(m) =

p

2

(L)1:1938

m

. Algorithm 7.1 takes a time not exceeding

(7.1) p

3

(L)

X

l is a leaf of T

7:1

f(K(l)):

to process the input formula. By Lemma 7.2, the branching number of the tree

T

7:1

does not exceed 1:1939. Hence, by Lemma 3.2 the sum (7.1) does not exceed

p

3

(L)p

2

(L)max(1:1939; 1:1938)

K

= p(L)1:1939

K

.

�

x8. Algorithm for short formulas.

To obtain from Algorithm 5.1 an algorithm that works e�ciently for short for-

mulas, we apply as M the following algorithm.

Algorithm 8.1 (AlgorithmM

L

)

Input:

� a number k 2 N[ f+1g,

� a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{) processed by Procedure REDUCE.

Output: "Satis�able" if F is satis�able; "Unsatis�able" otherwise.

Method:

(L1) Check if F is a formula in CNF{(1,2). If it is, then output the answer

returned for this formula by the algorithm of O. Kullmann and H. Luckhardt

from [10] for formulas in CNF{(1,2) whose running time is p

1

(L)1:0416

L

.

(L2) Choose the variable v

1

with the maximal number of occurrences in F . Con-

struct formulas

G

1

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]);

G

2

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, output

"Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".

�

Theorem 8.1. If we use Algorithm 8.1 as the algorithm M in Algorithm 5.1 then

Algorithm 5.1 solves the satis�ability problem for a formula in k{CNF{(1,1) in a

time not exceeding q(L)1:0644

L

, where L is the length of the input formula, q is a

polynomial.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and the correctness of the algorithm

from [10] used in Algorithm 8.1 that the algorithm solves the satis�ability problem

correctly. The branching number of the tree T

5:1

with respect to the measure

of complexity L does not exceed 1:0644 by Lemma 6.2. Thus, by Lemma 3.2 it

su�ces to prove that Algorithm 8.1 outputs the answer in a time not exceeding

p(L)1:0644

L

, where p is a polynomial, L is the length of the formula given as input

to Algorithm 7.1.
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Consider the tree T

8:1

whose internal nodes are the formulas splitted at step (L2)

of Algorithm 8.1 and at step (S3) of Procedure SPLIT called from Algorithm 8.1.

Each its internal node has two sons corresponding to the formulas G

1

and G

2

, or F

1

and F

2

respectively. The leaves of the tree T

8:1

are the formulas that Algorithm 7.1

does not split but passes to the algorithm by O. Kullmann and H. Luckhardt from

[10] or outputs the answer immediately.

The running time of the algorithm from [10] does not exceed p

1

(L)1:0416

L

. Thus,

by Lemma 3.2, to prove the desired bound it su�ces to show that the branching

number of the tree T

8:1

does not exceed 1:0644. The branching numbers corre-

sponding to the step (S3) satisfy this condition by Lemma 6.2. Thus, we only have

to prove the same for the branching numbers corresponding to the step (L2). But

as was noted, consideration of Case 1 in Lemma 6.2 does not use the fact that one

of the clauses containing a

1

contains a positive literal b. The condition of Case 1

of Lemma 6.2 is also satis�ed at step (L2), hence we may use this argument for the

step (L2), too.

Theorem follows.

�

x9. Algorithm for formulas with small number of variables.

To obtain from Algorithm 5.1 an algorithm that works e�ciently for formulas

with small number of variables, we apply as M the following algorithm. It uses as

a procedure an algorithm that works e�ciently for formulas in k-CNF. We do not

�x a concrete algorithm because the case of its application is a critical point: the

better algorithm we take, the better bound we obtain.

Algorithm 9.1 (AlgorithmM

N

)

Input:

� a number k 2 N[ f+1g,

� a formula F in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{).

Output: "Satis�able" if F is satis�able; "Unsatis�able" otherwise.

Method:

(N1) Let F contain a positive clause consisting of at least four literals C =

fv

1

; v

2

; : : : ; v

s

g. In this case, construct the formulas

G

1

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]);

G

2

= REDUCE(k; F [v

1

]):

If Procedure SPLIT outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, output

"Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".

(N2) Let F contain a positive clause consisting of three literals C = fv

1

; v

2

; v

3

g.

In this case, construct the formulas

G

1

= F [v

1

];

G

2

= F [v

1

]:
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If the algorithm M

N

outputs "Satis�able" for at least one of these, then

output "Satis�able"; otherwise, "Unsatis�able".

(N3) Assume H

1

= F .

(N4) Assume P = fthe set of all positive clauses Hg.

(N5) For each C = fu

1

; u

2

g 2 P perform the following operation: eliminate C

from H

1

, and then replace all occurrences of u

2

in H

1

by u

1

.

(N6) AssumeH = H

1

. Output the answer returned for the formulaREDUCE(k;H)

by some algorithm A

N

that solves the satis�ability problem of formulas in

k{CNF.

�

Lemma 9.1. Algorithm 9.1 solves the satis�ability problem correctly.

Proof. By Lemma4.1 and Lemma5.1, the only steps of Algorithm9.1 that may seem

confusing are (N3){(N6), i.e. the inverse reduction of the formula in k{CNF{(1,1)

to k{CNF. Note that any satisfying assignment for the original formula generates a

satisfying assignment for the formulaH, and a formula passed to the algorithm A

N

is equi-satis�able to H. Namely, for each positive clause fv

1

; v

2

g we keep in this

assignment exactly one of the variables v

1

or v

2

(it must contain one of them because

it is satis�able, and the other one without negation occurs once just in this clause),

and then perform the same changes of literals as in the formula H

1

. Conversely,

given an assignment satisfying H, we can construct an assignment satisfying F by

making these changes in the opposite direction: each of arising positive 2-clauses

will have exactly one positive and negative literal.

�

Lemma 9.2. Let F be a formula in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{) processed by Procedure

REDUCE, let L be its length, N be the number of variables occurring in it, T (n) =

p

1

(L) 

n

be an upper bound on the running time of the algorithm A

N

for a formula

containing n variables, where 1 <  6 2, p

1

is a polynomial. Then

(1) if k = 3, then Algorithm 9.1 computes the answer for the formula F in the

time p

2

(L) ( + 1)

N=3

for some polynomial p

2

;

(2) if k > 3, then Algorithm 9.1 computes the answer for the formula F in the

time q

2

(L)max

�

1:3803; ( + 1)

1=3

�

N

for some polynomial q

2

.

Proof. (1) Note that in this case Algorithm 9.1 changes nothing at step (N1). Let F

contain t 6 N=3 positive clauses consisting of three literals. Consider the tree T

9:1

whose internal nodes are the formulas splitted at step (N2). Each its internal node

has two sons corresponding to the formulas G

1

and G

2

. We call the corresponding

edges the edges of type 1 and type 2 respectively. The leaves of the tree T

9:1

are

the formulas that Algorithm 9.1 does not split but passes to the algorithm A

N

.

When we pass an edge of type (2), one variable is eliminated. When we pass

an edge of type (1), one variable is eliminated, and the only positive occurences of

two more variables are eliminated whose negative occurences are eliminated then

at step (R2) of Procedure REDUCE called at step (N6). The number of the rest

variables (occuring in positive 2-clauses) is reduced twice at step (N5). Hence, if

the path from the root (the original formula passed from Algorithm 5.1) to a leaf

contains exactly i

1

edges of type 1 and exactly i

2

edges of type 2, then the formula
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labelling this leaf has at most (N � 3i

1

� i

2

)=2 variables. Note that i

1

+ i

2

= t,

since splitting can not result in disappearance of positive 3-clauses di�erent of the

splitted clause itself, and in arising of new 3-clauses. For given i

1

and i

2

, in the tree

T

9:1

there are at most

�

t

i

2

�

di�erent leaves with such a path from the root. Since

processes of splitting the formula, calling the procedures and the steps (N3){(N6)

take a polynomial time, Algorithm 9.1 outputs the answer in a time not exceeding

p

3

(L)

t

X

i

2

=0

�

t

i

2

�

T ((N � 3i

1

� i

2

)=2) =

p

3

(L)

t

X

i

2

=0

�

t

i

2

�



(N�3i

1

�i

2

)=2

p

1

(L) =

= p

1

(L)p

3

(L)

t

X

i

2

=0

�

t

i

2

�



(N+2i

2

�3t)=2

=



(N�3t)=2

p

2

(L)

t

X

i

2

=0

�

t

i

2

�



i

2

=

= 

(N�3t)=2

p

2

(L)( + 1)

t

=



N=2

p

2

(L)

 

 + 1



3=2

!

t

6

= 

N=2

p

2

(L)

 

 + 1



3=2

!

N=3

=

p

2

(L)( + 1)

N=3

,

where p

3

(L) is a polynomial, p

2

= p

1

p

3

. The inequality holds because for 1 <  6 2,

we have  + 1 > 

3=2

, t 6 N=3.

(2) Construct the tree T

0

9:1

whose internal nodes are labelled with formulas splitted

at step (N1) of Algorithm 9.1 and at step (S3) of Procedure SPLIT called from

Algorithm 9.1. Each its internal node has two sons corresponding to the formulasG

1

and G

2

, or F

1

and F

2

respectively. The leaves of the tree T

0

9:1

are the formulas that

Algorithm9.1 splits not at step (N1) but at step (N2), or passes to the algorithmA

N

.

Each of these leaves is a formula G in k{CNF{(1,1){(+/{) such that each of its

positive clauses contains at most three literals. By (1), such formula is processed

in a time at most p

2

(L)(+1)

N(G)=3

(one can easily see that in the proof of (1), the

restriction k = 3 applies only to positive clauses). The step (N1) has the branching

tuple (1; 4) and the branching number � ((1; 4)) < 1:3803. By Lemma 6.3, the

branching numbers of the tree T

0

9:1

corresponding to other nodes do not exceed

1:3803, either. Thus, by Lemma 3.2 the desired statement follows.

�

Theorem 9.1. Let F be a formula in k{CNF{(1,1), L be its length, N be the

number of variables occuring in it, T (n) = 

n

p

1

(L) be the upper bound on the run-
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ning time of the algorithm A

N

for a formula containing n variables, 1 <  6 2, p

1

is

a polynomial. If we use Algorithm 9.1 as the algorithm M in Algorithm 5.1 then

Algorithm 5.1 solves the satis�ability problem for a formula in k{CNF{(1,1) and

outputs the answer in a time not exceeding

(1) p(L)(max(1:3248; ( + 1)

1=3

))

N

if k = 3;

(2) p(L)(max(1:3803; ( + 1)

1=3

))

N

if k > 3,

where p is a polynomial.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 9.1 that the algorithm

solves the satis�ability problem correctly.

(1) Note that the running time of Algorithm 5.1 depends polynomially on the time

that Algorithm 9.1 takes to process all formulas passed to it. This time equals

P

l is a leaf of T

5:1

f(�(G

l

)), where �(J) denotes the number of variables in the formula

J , G

l

is the formula labelling the leaf l of the tree T

5:1

, f(�) is the time taken

by Algorithm 9.1 on a formula containing � variables. By Lemma 9.2, f(�) =

p

2

(L) ( + 1)

�=3

. By Lemma 6.3, we have �

max

6 1:3248. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, the

desired sum equals p(L)(max(1:3248; ( + 1)

1=3

))

N

for some polynomial p.

(2) Similar to (1).

�

Corollary 9.1. Let the number k given as input to Algorithm 5.1 equals three. If

we take as A

N

the algorithm from [9], then the running time of Algorithm 5.1 is

p(L)1:3566

N

.

Proof. O. Kullmann proved in [9] that his algorithm solves the satis�ability prob-

lem for formulas in 3-CNF

1

in the time p(L)1:49625

N(F )

. By Theorem 9.1, the

desired bound p(L)(max(1:3248; 2:49625

1=3

))

N

6 p(L)(max(1:3248; 1:3566))

N

=

p(L)1:3566

N

follows.

�

Corollary 9.2. Let the number k given as input to Algorithm 5.1 is greater than

three. Then if we take as A

N

the algorithm from [13], then the running time of

Algorithm 5.1 is p(L)( (k) + 1)

N=3

, where  (k) = � ((1; 2; : : : ; k � 1)).

Proof. B. Monien and E. Speckenmeyer showed in [13] that their algorithmsolves the

satis�ability problem of the formula in k{CNF in the time p(L) (k)

N

, where  (k) =

� ((1; : : : ; k � 1)). Easy computations show that � ((1; 4)) < (� ((1; 2; 3)) + 1)

1=3

6

: : : 6 (� ((1; 2; : : : ; k � 1)) + 1)

1=3

. The desired bound p(L)(max(1:3803; ( (k) +

1)

1=3

))

N

= p(L)( (k) + 1)

N=3

follows now from Theorem 9.1.

�

The following table contains approximate values of  (k) and ( (k) + 1)

1=3

.

1

In [9], the algorithm was formulated in terms of the dual problem, i.e. the tautology problem

of 3-DNF.
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k  (k) ( (k) + 1)

1=3

4 1:8393 1:4161

5 1:9276 1:4306

6 1:9660 1:4368

7 1:9836 1:4397

Table 2. Approximate values of  (k) and ( (k) + 1)

1=3

.

x10. Corollary for general SAT.

For the satis�ability problem for formulas in CNF, as well as for its subproblems

similar to that considered in this paper, there are di�erent upper bounds depending

on parameters of the input formula (the length, the number of clauses, the number

of variables). These upper bounds are obtained by using di�erent algorithms. To

obtain the answer to the question about the satis�ability of a given formula more

e�ciently, one should run these algorithms in parallel, or run the algorithm such

that the bound on its running time is the best for the given formula. Thus, we obtain

bounds that depend on additional parameters {

K

N

,

L

N

etc., \uniting" the bounds

of di�erent algorithms. Some bounds of this kind for di�erent classes of Boolean

formulas are considered in [10]. We now consider one upper bound for formulas in

CNF arising from application of the results of this paper. Besides evident bounds

for formulas in CNF{(1,1) arising from uniting the bounds xx7{9, it turns out that

these results imply a bound for arbitrary formulas in CNF.

Consider a formulaF in CNF.We can transform it into a formulaG in CNF{(1,1)

in a polynomial time. Its parameters change as follows:

K(G) = K(F ) +N(F );

L(G) = L(F ) + 2 �N(F );

N(G) = 2 �N(F ):

One can do it by replacing all occurrences of each positive literal v 2 V with the

negation of a new variable x

v

and adding the clause v _ x

v

. The equivalence of the

satis�ability of F and G is evident.

If we now apply the bound of Theorem 8.1 to our formula, then we obtain that

the satis�ability problem of the formula F in CNF can be solved in the time

p(L(G))1:0644

L(G)

6 p

0

(L(F ))1:0644

(L(F )+2�N(F ))

, where p, p

0

are polynomials.

Note that for certain values of

L(F )

N(F )

this expression gives a bound better than the

1:0801

L(F )

-algorithm from [10] and the trivial 2

N(F )

-algorithm. The most optimal is

an algorithm that processes formulas with L(F ) < 8:49N(f) using the 1:0801L(F )-

algorithm from [10], processes formulas with L(F ) > 9:12N(f) using the trivial

2

N(F )

-algorithm, and processes all other formulas using Algorithm 5.1 that applies

Algorithm 8.1. The following graph presents the dependence of the base � of the

exponent �

L(F )

on

L

N

=

L(F )

N(F )

. We do not give the data for formulas with

L

N

< 3

because such formulas contain variables occurring at most twice, and can be trans-
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formed in a polynomial time into formulas with

L

N

> 3. It seems that there exists

even more e�ective algorithm for solving the satis�ability problem of such formulas.
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